CellTrust SL2™ provides state, local and federal agencies with secure mobile solutions while protecting the individuals, agencies and missions associated with highly sensitive data and communications.

While agencies are leveraging enterprise mobility to manage mobile environments across devices, applications, content and networks, the critical component of secure mobile communication must be addressed to achieve true security and a fully optimized mobile solution.

CellTrust SL2 delivers that complete solution through mobile voice and messaging that can be secured, traced and archived, to ultimately help agencies increase productivity, quickly engage with public constituents, improve service and reduce operating costs. Additionally, under the Open Records law, government agencies are required to capture and archive mobile communications, including mobile communications of officials which are a matter of public record.

Key Features and Benefits

- FISMA/FIPS 140-2 certified, redundant and traceable mobile communications
- Helps establish a governance structure for Federal mobility
- Scalable, government-wide platform to deliver mobile services to a highly distributed workforce
- Centralized mobility management for devices, applications, network access, security and control
- Remote wipe if device is lost, stolen or compromised
- Military-grade, AES encryption
- Redirect calls to any phone or device, giving staff the ability to engage in secure communications anywhere
- Senders receive proof their secure messages are delivered, opened or deleted
- Improve disaster preparedness, collaboration and mission-critical response time
- Preserves sensitive data with archive integration to support compliance and transparency

60% of government employees reported that BYOD allowed them to be more productive in their role.¹

¹Forrester Research, BYOD in Government, 2012
Security, simplicity on a single device
Consolidating work and personal use onto a single device creates an advantage by eliminating the complexity, security risks and inconvenience of managing multiple devices. Utilizing the existing SIM card, CellTrust SL2 assigns a separate Mobile Business Number to the device. Featuring a separate SMS inbox, contact and phone log, the app creates a dual persona, allowing a complete separation of personal and business communications.

Mobile communications in support of compliance
CellTrust SL2 gives government entities encrypted mobile voice and SMS for internal communications, and the ability to monitor and archive mobile communications that occur with external agency contacts. The app additionally supports compliance with FISMA, FOIA, Sunshine Laws, and Public Records and Open Meetings acts.

Workforce flexibility and productivity
From civil and armed services to federal agents and field services, mobility allows government personnel to work where, when and how they choose, for maximum flexibility and productivity. According to Forrester Research, 60 percent of government employees reported that bringing their own device into the organization allowed them to be more productive. Additionally, 55 percent believe that they are more resourceful if they are able to use their own device.¹

Modernize communications with citizens
In support of the U.S. Digital Government Strategy outlining the need for government agencies to modernize communications with citizens, CellTrust fully supports this endeavor through our innovative mobile solutions. The CellTrust SL2 app can be used as a powerful tool to send secure police alerts for directed communications or broadcast to larger groups alerting citizens of a massive storm or utility outage.

Powerful, web-based admin portal
CellTrust SL2 is managed through a user friendly, web-based admin portal. The admin portal acts as a secure, FIPS 140-2 validated online dispatcher allowing staff to manage communications from a centralized location. The console permits approved users to manage, track and audit all messages via any incoming channel including phone, email, app or console.

Big gains with a mobile-first strategy
The U.S. Government is moving quickly to implement a Federal Mobility Strategy with plans and standards in development. From cost savings to productivity gains, CellTrust is the trusted partner of choice for secure, end-to-end mobility solutions. Our experts and solution engineers stay on top of developing technologies and device capabilities to truly understand how leading with a mobile-first strategy can result in big gains for the public sector.

Learn how our market-leading mobility solutions are helping public sector agencies:
• Reap the full benefits of BYOD to increase productivity and improve business processes
• Empower the mobile workforce to enhance mission performance
• Mitigate risk, ensuring all mobile business communications are secure and archived

Contact us today at +1-480-515-5200 or visit www.celltrust.com/government to get started.

About CellTrust Corporation
CellTrust, headquartered in Scottsdale, Arizona, USA, is a global leader in enterprise mobile communications, compliance enforcement, traceability and security, for highly regulated industries. CellTrust SL2™ helps those operating in the financial services, government and healthcare industries to securely and compliantly manage text messaging, voice and chat communications, balance mobile productivity, risk and control and enforce regulatory compliance. (Dodd-Frank Act, GLBA, SOX, FINRA, SEC, MiFID II, FOIA, Sunshine Laws, HIPAA).
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